
AdversAry Power LeveLs

This is the result of reverse engineering the Adver-
sary Creation rules from the Expanded Player's 

Guide.  You will need the EPG to make use of any of this 
information. This is the best we have been able to come 
up with so far. Future releases of the document may have 
some things tweaked.

CharaCteristiCs

Combat: Brawn + Agility

Social: Willpower + Presence

General: Intellect + Cunning

Compare the totals of each characteristic set to the 
table below to determine the bonus to that power 
level category.

skills

Determining how skills affect the Power Level is a bit 
more complicated. First add up the total ranks in each 
category (combat, social, general) and divide by three, 
rounding down. (Note: Cool and Vigilance count as 
combat skills for this calculation). However, if mul-
tiple skills have the same rank, each additional skill 
only adds one. For example, if an adversary has Driv-
ing, Perception, and Piloting at rank four then those 
ranks would add 4 + 1 + 1 for a total of 6. This means 
that more skills at the same rank have less of an over-
all affect on the power level. This is to keep the power 
level numbers inside of a certain range and keep from 
bloating too much. Since this number is then divided 
by three, the end total effect is minimal.

talents and speCial abilities

Determining how talents and special abilities affect 
the power levels is much more difficult. Pages 79 and 
80 give tables with a good number of examples. If the 
adversary you are working with has talents or special 
abilities not on those tables then you will need to com-
pare them to ones that are on the tables. Get an idea of 
the general strength of those talents and abilities and 
find examples that are close.

speCial thanks

Christopher Ruthenbeck (c__beck) and Iron Knight#3186

TABLE 1–1: CHARACTERISTIC BONUS
Total Bonus
3 or less -1

4 or 5 +0

6 or 7 +1

8+ +2
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